Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur
Office of the Dean of Infrastructure and Planning

DOIP/IITK/2024/00/08-04-2024-03
Date: 08/04/2024

OFFICE ORDER

Subject: Regarding the delegation of responsibilities to an Engineer

Mr. Ram Pratap Singh is hereby assigned as the Zone-in-Charge (ZIC) for all civil works of Zone - 9 and Zone - 10 (Academic Areas).

This Office Order is applicable with immediate effect.

This is for the necessary information to all concerned.

[Signature]
Dean, Infrastructure and Planning

Copy to:
1. Director
2. Registrar
3. HOS, IWD
4. All EEs and AEEs
5. Mr. Ram Pratap Singh, Sr. AE (SG)
6. Web master – for circulation among all concerned